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If the first Angry Birds Space trailer isnt enough for you, weve also brought along the official trailer.
In it we learn that theres 13 planets with 12 new birds, three boss battles, and two customisable ship

modes. Theres also the nifty 3D slingshot. Finally, on the iPhone/iPad, we also get to see how well
the game runs on this device. Are you going to need a 3G connection? Angry Birds Space isn't

coming out until February, but weve been given the first hands on look at it. We get to play around
with it, then try and explain why you absolutely should go out and buy it. Anyway, a disclaimer first
up. We have no association with Angry Birds, makers of the Angry Birds franchise, and can therefore
not promise you that Angry Birds Space is the best title in the franchise. Update: Angry Birds Space
is indeed going to be coming out on February 29th 2011 and youll be able to download the game for

free. So, if you want to, you can go and buy the game and then download a free copy to try for
yourself. This is a bit of a shame, we were hoping to have a look at the game a bit earlier so you

guys could find out what is really up with this space episode. But, I guess we could settle for seeing
Angry Birds Space on February 29th instead. Hooray, Angry Birds Space is in the bag! All eyes will be

on this one when it comes out, with its new level mechanic and such. We gave it our first
impressions way back in July, and it took us some time to get into it. But, once we did, we really

enjoyed it and really wish we could have played it earlier on in the review.
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ActionAngry Birds Space might be its most playful installment yet. It really brings out the formula's
wackier side, pushing it beyond the concept of gravity, force and push mechanics. You can play

without worrying that the levels will soon start to feel repetitive and infinite arcade-like. The
occasional mini-game returns with ideas like moving a swinging bird around to activate a catapult.

ControlsIt was actually quite tricky for me to acclimatise to the new formula, and even with practice I
kept banging my head against certain tasks I couldnt handle, like flinging a rock at the right angle.

Swiping up is easy but the angle of the birds face is important, so remember to adjust this if you cant
control it the way you would like to. Picking up and dropping objects can be a little tricky, so be

patient and try until you get it right. After a few levels the game wasnt as hard to play as I thought it
would be. PlatformsAngry Birds Space is being made for multiple platform -- the web, iOS and

Android, although a PC version is expected and a tablet version is being developed too. The PC
version isnt very customizable, and although it is easy to set up and run, the game looks blurry and

sometimes slow on older machines. LeaderboardUnlike the main Angry Birds game, the Space
version does not include a leaderboard. Forums on sites like angrybirds.com show you where you

stand against people all over the world, but those games are completely unofficial. The official Space
leaderboard, like the Main games, is currently closed to posting. 5ec8ef588b
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